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Abstract

Bioclogging in rivers can detrimentally impact aquifer recharge. This is particularly so in dry regions, where losing rivers are common, and where disconnection between surface water and groundwater (leading to the development of an unsaturated zone) can occur. Reduction in riverbed permeability due to biomass growth is a time-variable parameter that is often neglected, yet permeability reduction from bioclogging can introduce order of magnitude changes in seepage fluxes from rivers over short (i.e., monthly) timescales. To address the combined effects of bioclogging and disconnection on infiltration, we developed numerical representations of bioclogging processes within a one-dimensional, variably saturated flow model representing losing-connected and losing-disconnected rivers. We tested these formulations using a synthetic case study informed with biological data obtained from the Russian River, California, USA. Our findings show that modeled biomass growth reduced seepage for losing-connected and losing-disconnected rivers. However, for rivers undergoing disconnection, infiltration declines occurred only after the system was fully disconnected. Before full disconnection, biologically induced permeability declines were not significant enough to offset the infiltration gains introduced by disconnection. The two effects combine to lead to a characteristic infiltration curve where peak infiltration magnitude and timing is controlled by permeability declines relative to hydraulic gradient gains. Biomass growth was found to hasten the onset of full disconnection; a condition we term ‘effective disconnection’. Our results show that river infiltration can respond dynamically to bioclogging and subsequent permeability declines that are highly dependent on river connection status.

1. Introduction

The ability to accurately predict infiltration from rivers and recharge of water to nearby groundwater aquifers is essential to water resources management [Croosbie et al., 2014; Harvey and Gooseff, 2015]. Riverbank Filtration (RBF) systems (Figure 1), typically used for the production of drinking water, make use of high infiltration capacities in addition to passive filtration benefits provided by river systems [Jaramillo, 2012; McCollum et al., 2013]. Accurate management of RBF pumping strategies requires information about infiltration dynamics, which depend on characterization of sediment properties and their temporal variability, such as streambed permeability. Although field measurements indicate that riverbed permeability is often dynamic, due to processes such as subsurface bioclogging and sedimentation [Annan, 2001; Blaschke et al., 2003; Doppler et al., 2007; Genereux et al., 2008; Hatch et al., 2010; Engeler et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Kurtz et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2013], most surface-groundwater numerical models assume that it is constant over time [Doppler et al., 2007; Flipo et al., 2014]. Ignoring these dynamic processes in predictive numerical models could have significant ramifications for practical management of water resources, especially in drought-prone regions where losing rivers are common.

Subsurface bioclogging can affect pore scale sediment permeability and porosity through river system ecological processes and surface-groundwater interactions [Battin and Sengschmitt, 1999]. Biofilms are aggregates of microbial biomass that consist of bacterial cells and exopolymeric saccharides (EPS) produced by these cells [Wingender et al., 1999; Or et al., 2007]. These aggregates can occupy pore throats and pore
spaces, thereby decreasing hydraulic conductivity by orders of magnitude through physical clogging [Baveye et al., 1998; Rockhold et al., 2002; Thullner, 2010]. Although many models represent microbial growth and decay as a function of nutrient substrates [Molz et al., 1986; Murphy and Ginn, 2000; Thullner et al., 2007], most model approaches describing bioclogging are pore-scale models [e.g., Suchomel et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2000; Dupin et al., 2001; Thullner et al., 2002a; Thullner and Baveye, 2008; Ezeuko et al., 2011; Rosenzweig et al., 2014]. Few of these incorporate scaled-up representations of bioclogging processes [Kildsgaard and Engesgaard, 2001; Thullner et al., 2004; Brovelli et al., 2009; Soleimani et al., 2009; Samsø et al., 2016] that are required to simulate bioclogging influences on river system behavior.

Accurate prediction of infiltration from a losing river depends on the status of river-aquifer connection as well as dynamic streambed permeability. Rivers can be hydraulically connected to an aquifer (with no unsaturated zone beneath the riverbed, low hydraulic gradients, and minimal vertical seepage), or they can be hydraulically disconnected (with a fully developed unsaturated zone, unit-gradient (UG) flow, and maximum seepage) [Fox and Durnford, 2003; Brunner et al., 2009a; Rivière et al., 2014]. The process of disconnection begins when groundwater levels drop, such as from pumping or long periods of drought (Figure 1). When rivers are fully disconnected, further groundwater level drops no longer affect the infiltration rate. Although several studies have documented dynamics in riverbed permeability and river-aquifer connection separately [Treese et al., 2009; Hatch et al., 2010; Lamontagne et al., 2011], their coupled influence on infiltration has not been fully evaluated. Confounding indications from field measurements, which show seepage increases concurrent with riverbed permeability declines, motivate the development of models that can account for transient river-aquifer connection [Hatch et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Ulrich et al., 2015].

In this study, we assess the controlling mechanisms of infiltration in a losing river under conditions of sub-surface bioclogging using a synthetic case study inspired by field data from the Russian River near Wohler, California, USA. We use a generic one-dimensional profile to demonstrate bioclogging effects on long-term infiltration trends to emphasize the applicability of this approach to other rivers where bioclogging and disconnection may dominate. We evaluate the effects of bioclogging on infiltration trends, timing of peak infiltration, and the evolution of unsaturated zone profiles from losing-connected to losing-disconnected river conditions. Our main goal is to isolate two important monthly/seasonal scale processes that, when combined, can reproduce observed temporal trends. To our knowledge, bioclogging and assessment of temporally dynamic parameters on infiltration in field scenarios have not been analyzed sufficiently in the literature, which motivates this study. This predictive ability is critical for optimal management of pumping in drought-prone areas, especially over long time frames where feedback effects may become important [Treese et al., 2009; Hatch et al., 2010]. This work aims to bridge the gap between hydrological and eco-hydrological views of the stream-aquifer interface by incorporating pore-scale representations of
bioclogging processes into local-scale models of river system infiltration to account for temporal variability found in natural settings.

2. Wohler Study Site, Previous Modeling, and Data Sets Used

Located along the Russian River in Sonoma County, CA, USA, the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA) Wohler site provides drinking water to 600,000 people annually. To provide this water, collector wells located on the riverbank use lateral wellbores that extend at depth toward the river to pump water that has infiltrated from the river downward through sediments (Figure 1). The total production capacity of the SCWA RBF facility is estimated to be \( \approx 350,000 \) m\(^3\) per day (92 million gallons per day). Prior studies have estimated riverbed infiltration rates ranging between 0.1–1 m/d at various locations along the Russian River \([\text{Har-}dine \text{Lawson Associates, 1988}]\). During peak demand months, SCWA raises an inflatable dam on the Russian River downstream of the Wohler site to increase infiltration. On-off pumping cycles, as well as the rate of daily pumping, can change the water table position on a daily and subdaily timescale. Pumping over the entire summer season leads to a large, regional water table drop. A conceptual one-dimensional and two-dimensional schematic of the river system, including the river, the riverbed clogging layer, and the fluctuating groundwater level, is shown in Figure 1. The clogging layer represents a sediment boundary where an inverted water table (i.e., a saturated zone overlies an unsaturated zone) can potentially form \([\text{Dillon and Liggett, 1983; Peterson, 1989; Xie et al., 2013; Rivière et al., 2014}]\).

Both numerical and experimental studies have been performed at the Wohler Site to aid RBF operations. Experimental studies along the Russian River and Pajaro River (150 km south of the Russian River) have documented that infiltration did not simply decline with riverbed permeability: in some cases, measured flux was found to increase when permeability decreased \([\text{Su et al., 2007; Hatch et al., 2010; Ulrich et al., 2015}]\). Numerical, two-dimensional simulations and inversions for riverbed permeability at the Wohler site indicated a strong, dynamic component that had not previously been accounted for in models of infiltration \([\text{Su et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011}]\). These models did not account for bioclogging-induced permeability effects, or for simultaneous river disconnection.

Motivated by these simulation results, extensive field campaigns were conducted in 2012 to investigate spatio-temporal controls on riverbed clogging processes \([\text{Ulrich et al., 2015}]\). Here, we use three of the data sets collected during those campaigns to inform and compare with model results: (1) grain size distributions (GSD) from 38 sediment samples used for estimating porosity from five riverbed sites, (2) subsurface biomass from cryocores analyzed using the phospholipid fatty acid technique at three of the five sites \([\text{White and Ringelberg, 1998}]\) (Figure 2), and (3) spatially averaged seepage from seepage meters collected at four of the sites (Figure 2). Large variability in the seepage data indicates that infiltration in different parts of the river may be subject to spatially variable disconnection or clogging at different times. Riverbed sediments were collected to a depth of 0.2 m during spring, summer, and fall of 2012. Cryocoring techniques were used to preserve the structural and biological integrity of the riverbed sediment samples during transport...
to the laboratory. All samples were collected along the bank of the river cross section. Data were collected during 5 months, May through November, which represent the time period (160 days) when bio-clogging is most relevant. An important finding of the Ulrich et al. (2015) study was that biotic processes play a much larger role in riverbed clogging at the Wohler site relative to abiotic processes (e.g., sedimentation and erosion; see Blaschke et al. [2003]). We focus on riverbed clogging by biofilms because of the potential for significant decreases in permeability over relatively short time periods (i.e., one summer season).

Analysis of the data described above, as well as other Wohler data sets, revealed key spatial and temporal characteristics of the study site [Ulrich et al., 2015]. Riverbed sediments contained gravels and cobbles with a sandy-silt matrix. Bacterial, fungal, algal, and general plant biomass cells per gram of sediment ranged from 10^6 cells/gram-dry-weight in the spring to 10^7 cells/gram-dry-weight in the late summer. Biomass concentrations are similar to those reported in Gupta and Swartzendruber [1962] and Seki et al. [2006]. Another important finding from Ulrich et al. (2015) was the development of a laterally extensive unsaturated zone midway through the summer, shown using time-lapse Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) images. Average seepage values from multiple sites (represented by white dots in Figure 1), from the end of May until November 2012 (160 days), show that the seepage increased midway through the summer, then decreased to almost zero by the end of the summer (Figure 2). This seepage trend is consistent with the hypothesis that the system initially experiences disconnection (predicting seepage increases), followed by bio-clogging limitations thereafter. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of disconnection in a real river. Additional details about the data sets are provided in Ulrich et al. [2015].

3. Methods

3.1. Biomass Growth and Volume Fraction

Continuous biomass growth curves (Figure 2) were calculated using a first-order exponential model fitted to the biomass field data obtained from the top of the field core (μg g^{-1} dry weight). Decay, sorption, and grazer consumption were ignored; therefore this represents a very simplified growth model. The first-order exponential model of biomass growth is given by:

\[ \frac{dX}{dt} = \mu X \]  

(1)

\( X \) is the mass (dry weight) of biomass per unit mass of solids (μg g^{-1}), and \( \mu \) is the specific growth rate with units of day. A range of effective biomass growth rates fit to the field data were used (\( \mu = 0.005–0.04 \) day). An initial value of biomass (\( A_0 \)) was set at 0.4 μg g^{-1}. Growth rates found in the literature can range by many orders of magnitude and are typically used with Monod kinetic reactions [Murphy and Ginn, 2000; Brun and Engesgaard, 2002; Thullner et al., 2007]. For our simulations, we did not use Monod kinetics because of the lack of nutrient data, and because our aim was to constrain the model with true biomass field data.

Each biomass growth model was converted to a time-series of relative porosity using equations (2)–(5). A porosity associated with each grain-size distribution was calculated using equations (2) and (3). The original porosity (\( n_0 \)) was obtained from the field-sampled grain size distributions, where \( d_{10} \) represents the grain size (mm) at which 10% of the data fall below, and similarly for \( d_{60} \) [Barahona-Palomo et al., 2011]:

\[ n_0 = 0.255 + (1 + 0.83^{d_{10}}) \]  

(2)

\[ U = \frac{d_{60}}{d_{10}} \]  

(3)

From the 38 grain size distributions, the mean porosity was 0.276 and standard deviation was 0.017. Biomass volumetric fraction (\( n_{bio} \)) was calculated with equation (4):

\[ n_{bio} = \frac{X_s \rho_b}{\rho_s} \]  

(4)

In this equation, \( X_s \) is the mass (dry weight) of the biomass per unit mass of solids (μg/g), the bulk density of the porous medium is given by \( \rho_s \), and the density of the average biomass is given by \( \rho_b \), which represents
a sum of all the microorganisms—bacteria, algae, fungi, EPS, etc. Units for $q_b$ and $q_s$ are given in kg m$^{-3}$. Bulk density of the riverbed sediments ($q_b$) and density of the biomass ($q_s$) were unknown, and thus were selected from the range of values published in the literature ($q_b = 1600$ (kg m$^{-3}$) is a typical value for sands, and $q_s = 0.25–2.5$ (kg m$^{-3}$ dry mass/wet volume))

[Thullner et al., 2002; Rockhold et al., 2005; Brown and Wherrett, 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014]. Biomass volume fraction times-series for each growth rate are shown in Figure 2.

Relative porosity ($n_r$), shown by equation (5), expresses the new porosity given biomass growth relative to the original porosity, and is given by the ratio of the updated porosity ($n_{new} = n_0 - n_{bio}$) to the original porosity ($n_0$).

$$n_r = \frac{n_0 - n_{bio}}{n_0} = \frac{n_{new}}{n_0}$$

(5)

### 3.2. Dynamic Permeability Functions

To link biomass growth models over time (cf. Figure 2) to a clogging potential represented by a hydraulic conductivity drop, we used the Colonies and Biofilm constitutive models [Thullner et al., 2002] shown in equations (6) and (8) with previously published parameters from pore-network simulations (Table 1) [Thullner et al., 2002a]. We use both Colonies and Biofilm models because they have been tested against experimental data and show acceptable performance [Thullner, 2010], and because there is no general agreement in the literature which model is most adequate. These two models represent a reasonable range of the degree of bioclogging a system may experience.

The Colonies model, conceptualized as aggregates of biomass within the pore-space, is given as:

$$K_r(n_r) = a \left( \frac{n_r - n_0^a}{1 - n_0^a} \right)^3 + (1 - a) \left( \frac{n_r - n_0^a}{1 - n_0^a} \right)^2$$

(6)

In equation (6), parameters include $n_0^a$ and $a$. Values for $n_0^a$ range from 0 to 1, and represent the value of the relative porosity at which the relative saturated hydraulic conductivity asymptotically approaches a minimum. The parameter $a$ represents a functional weight of the conductivity decline. Relative porosity ($n_r$) from equation (5) is an input to equation (6). $K_r(n_r)$ is the relative saturated hydraulic conductivity given by the ratio of the updated saturated hydraulic conductivity ($K_{sc,new}$) of the riverbed sediment clogging layer, to the original saturated hydraulic conductivity ($K_{sc}$) of that same layer:

$$K_r(n_r) = \frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{sc}}$$

(7)

The Biofilm model, conceptualized as a film enveloping each sediment grain, is given as:

$$K_r(n_r) = \left[ \frac{n_r - n_0^b}{1 - n_0^b} \right]^{1.8} + K_{min} \frac{1}{1 + K_{min}}$$

(8)

In the Biofilm model, $K_r$, $n_r$, and $n_0^b$ are the same as the Colonies model, and $K_{min}$ is a parameter describing the residual relative conductivity of a fully clogged medium. The Biofilm and Colonies models are shown in Figure 3a, which shows the degree of clogging and conductivity decline for each.

Dynamic permeability functions representing changes over time in hydraulic conductivity from biomass growth (solutions to equations (6) and (8)) are shown as continuous functions over time in Figure 3b, and are represented by the relative hydraulic conductivity $K_r(n_r)$. Marginal probability density functions (pdfs) of $K_r(n_r)$ by season are shown in Figure 3c. Once $K_r(n_r)$ was found, equation (7) could be rearranged to solve for $K_{sc,new}$ given an initial condition for $K_{sc}$. All permeability models shown in Figure 3b were supplied as inputs to the HYDRUS-1D numerical code as daily updates of the clogging layer conductivity and porosity ($K_{sc,new}$ and $n_{new}$).
3.3. Numerically Linking the Bioclogging Models and HYDRUS-1D

Inspired by the Wohler CA field infiltration data, we implemented two main processes within the modeling framework to test our hypothesis that disconnection and bioclogging co-occur to produce the long-term infiltration trend (Figure 2): (1) time-dependent parameters calculated from the field bioclogging data, and (2) a time-dependent, lower head boundary condition to induce disconnection (representing the effects of pumping).

3.3.1. Time-Dependent Parameters

We generated time series of parameters \( n_{\text{new}} \) and \( K_{\text{sc, new}} \) from the field data according to equations (5)–(8). A time series of decreases in hydraulic conductivity due to bioclogging are shown in Figure 3b. We generated these time series using the bioclogging field data (Figure 2), the sediment GSD for the initial porosity values \( n_0 \) (equation (2)), the biological growth models (fast or slow growth rates) (Figure 2, equation (1)), and the clogging constitutive models (Biofilm and Colonies) described by equations (6)–(8) and shown in Figure 3a. These time series were used as time-dependent parameterization for the riverbed clogging layer (Figure 1c), and updated within the HYDRUS-1D numerical models using a daily update scheme described below.

3.3.2. Time-Dependent Lower Head Boundary

We examined two types of rivers showing the end-members of the disconnection spectrum: (1) a river undergoing disconnection from fast water table declines, and (2) a river remaining connected from slow water table declines. Water table decline rates imposed in the HYDRUS-1D model are ideal, linear representations of pumping effects on local water levels over the course of the summer months. Local observation wells show much variability in water levels from on-off pumping cycles. Our goal was not to simulate the random water table fluctuations from high-frequency pumping cycles, but instead to represent the overall summer water table decline trend. Fast water table declines can be conceptualized as the highest pumping rates, and slow water table declines can be conceptualized as low/moderate pumping rates. Four different rates of water table decline between the two end-members defined above were used: 0.03, 0.06, 0.15, and 0.59 cm d\(^{-1}\). From each water table decline rate, we generated a time series of daily head values to update the lower boundary condition of the numerical model (Figure 1c). Fast water table drops allowed the system to disconnect quickly, and showed greater change in storage (unsaturated zone development) before significant bioclogging occurred, while slow water table drops allowed the system to remain connected during bioclogging.

3.3.3. HYDRUS-1D

Modeling consisted of a series of two autonomous models that were loosely coupled: HYDRUS-1D transient simulations, and our time-dependent bioclogging parameterization [Simunek et al., 2008; PC-Progress, 2011]. Since HYDRUS-1D does not have bioclogging capabilities, we used a loosely-coupled modeling approach to synchronize our bioclogging data at each time step within HYDRUS-1D. Loosely-coupled approaches allow the exchange of sequenced output data from autonomous models, and may address some of the reported difficulties (for a detailed description, see Alarcon et al. [2014]) of representing pore-scale processes in fully-coupled, local-to-continuum-scale flow models [Tang et al., 2015].
The lower pressure head, porosity, and saturated hydraulic conductivity ($K_{sc,new}$) were updated daily within the numerical model during the 160 day simulation period. We updated the lower pressure head at the bottom boundary to represent a water table decline from pumping. All transient parameters were applied to the model as daily averages. Each daily simulation was updated with new parameters at the beginning of the new day. Initial conditions with the previous day’s steady state pressure heads were imposed on the next simulation, and approximated the new steady state after a few hours. Model test runs using 0.5 day conductivity update time steps produced identical fluxes over the simulation period, confirming insensitivity to the time steps at which the conductivity was updated. This approach is justified because conductivity changes from bioclogging occur gradually each day over the entire summer season.

### 3.3.4. Synthetic Domain

The synthetic one-dimensional domain consists of two sediment layers representing the riverbed clogging layer (0.1 m) and the aquifer layer (0.9 m) (Figure 1c), initialized with hydraulic conductivity values characteristic of typical values for loam and sand, respectively (Table 2), and represents a generic location within the river-aquifer cross section (Figure 1a). The inclusion of temporal variations in riverbed hydraulic conductivity is an extension of the model described by Brunner et al. [2009a], which is a well-established reference case in the literature (Figure 1c). Depth of ponded water (d) was 0.2 m. The domain was discretized with a grid spacing of 0.001 m, with initial pressure head conditions linearly varying between 0.2 m (top) and 0.95 m (bottom) representing completely connected, and losing initial conditions. This choice of initially losing conditions arbitrarily starts our model at values of infiltration larger than 0. The field data of seepage (Figure 2) shows some starting infiltration values around 0. We believe this is because in winter and early spring groundwater may discharge into the river. We start our models with fully losing conditions rather than gaining to save model run time. The van Genuchten parameters used in the van Genuchten-Mualem water retention functions in HYDRUS-1D are provided in Table 2 [van Genuchten, 1980]. A total of 192 simulations were run representing different combinations of growth rate parameters ($\mu = 0.005–0.04$ day), rate of water table drop to represent fast or slow pumping (0.03–0.59 cm d$^{-1}$), aquifer conductivity (20–100 m d$^{-1}$), and constitutive model (Biofilm or Colonies).

Using a one-dimensional simplification of a two-dimensional groundwater-surface water conceptual model and a sufficiently small capillary zone, Brunner et al. [2009a] presented a theoretical development to approximate the context for the occurrence of disconnection:

$$\frac{K_{sc}}{K_{sa}} \leq \frac{h_c}{d + h_c} \tag{9}$$

Here $K_{sc}$ is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the riverbed clogging layer [L T$^{-1}$], $K_{sa}$ is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer [L T$^{-1}$], $h_c$ is the thickness of the clogging layer [L], and d is the depth of ponded water [L] [Brunner et al., 2009a, 2011]. Brunner et al. [2009a] approximated local unit-gradient (UG) conditions at the time of maximum infiltration between the clogging layer and the water table represented by a pressure head $\sim 0$, leading to an approximation of the total head as $dH/dz_a \sim 1$, where H is total head [L] and $z_a$ is elevation [L]. The approximation of UG conditions does not allow for nonlinear effects of $dH/dz_a$ in the capillary zone, which leads to the criterion presented in equation (9). Equation (9) represents whether the given one-dimensional flow geometry has potential to disconnect. The initial value of $h_c/(d + h_c)$ for our domain is 0.33, and equation (9) is fulfilled by our choice of initial $K_{sa}$ and $K_{sc}$ values.

The rates of the water table drop were classified as losing-connected, losing-transitional, or losing-disconnected, based on the behavior of the no-biomass-growth case according to the following classification scheme and total head gradient through the aquifer ($dH/dz_a$) measured between the base of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>n r</th>
<th>$\phi_s$</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>l (m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$K_a$ (m/d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clogging Layer</td>
<td>0–0.1</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquifer</td>
<td>0.1–1</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20–100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parameters for the residual water content ($\theta_r$), the saturated water content ($\theta_s$), a measure of the inverse air-entry suction ($\alpha$), a measure of the porosity distribution (n), a constant parameter (l), and saturated hydraulic conductivity ($K_s$) can be found from the Rosetta database [Schaap et al., 2001].
clogging layer and the groundwater level represented by a pressure head $= 0$ m. These definitions are rather loose constraints, as there is no exact cutoff between them:

1. Losing-connected: when the baseline no-growth case fails to reach the maximum flux after the 160 day simulation, and remains sensitive to increases in the total head gradient. The column remains saturated for the baseline no-growth case ($dH/dz_a < 1$).
2. Losing-transitional: when the baseline no-growth case approaches the maximum flux, but remains sensitive to increases in the total head gradient. The column shows a small, unsaturated zone developing, where pressures are below zero but not yet surpassing air-entry ($0 < dH/dz_a < 1$).
3. Losing-disconnected: when the baseline no-growth case reaches a maximum flux, is insensitive to changes in the total head gradient, and shows localized UG conditions (measured between the base of the clogging layer and the groundwater level represented by a pressure head $= 0$ m). Losing-disconnected cases experience connected conditions first, transition, and finally disconnection ($dH/dz_a \to 1$).

From each 160 day simulation representing 5 months of summer conditions when bioclogging is most relevant, we extracted the following variables of interest: peak flux, daily clogging layer conductivities ($K_{sc,new}$), daily unsaturated aquifer conductivities at a point below the clogging layer ($K_{ua}$), the updated clogging layer saturated thickness ($h_{sc,new}$) with pressure head $\geq 0$ m, and $dH/dz_a$ from the base of the clogging layer to the water table. We chose this measurement strategy for $dH/dz_a$ for two reasons: (1) measuring the hydraulic gradient in the unsaturated zone between the base of the clogging layer and the top of the capillary zone, for example, can show localized UG conditions well before maximum flux is reached, and (2) the total head gradient is not uniform throughout the one-dimensional domain. An elongated capillary zone has a total head gradient much smaller than that in the unsaturated zone where UG conditions are found. Combined with conductivities below air-entry, the capillary zone has the potential to be the flux-limiting zone. Our method provides a depth-integrated assessment of $dH/dz_a$ values at the time of peak flux without assuming UG conditions a priori.

3.4. Effective Disconnection and Peak Flux
Disconnection and UG conditions may not always coincide with maximum seepage. Maximum infiltration has been shown to sometimes occur in the transition period leading up to full disconnection [Brunner et al., 2009b; Rivière et al., 2014]. We chose peak flux as the key variable of interest, because it represents the point at which the system transitions from the unsaturated conditions defined by the time-dependency of hydraulic conductivity to flow defined by the time-dependency of hydraulic gradient. We propose the term ‘effective disconnection,’ hereafter $D_{Eff}$, to define these conditions occurring at peak flux, and to guide our interpretation of peak flux relative to the measurement of $dH/dz_a$. Effective disconnection is not characterized by the existence of UG conditions, but by the occurrence of peak flow. Additionally, we do not assume a priori that max flux may only occur for $dH/dz_a$ values of 1; therefore, $D_{Eff}$ helps to define the occurrence of max fluxes at many values of $dH/dz_a$ that occur during non-UG flow conditions. This implies that UG conditions are only required as an indicator of disconnection in the absence of biomass growth. Since we also measure changes in $h_{sc,new}$ over time, we explore how the criterion in equation (9) evolves from a static criterion to a dynamic one relative to changes in $K_{sc}$ as the system desaturates.

3.5. Limitations to the One-Dimensional Approach
The one-dimensional modeling approach presents conceptual limitations to our river-aquifer flow system. A one-dimensional approach cannot capture complex spatial variability from river geometry or a two-dimensional groundwater mound. Larger scale features may govern flow paths and lead to situations where the river is connected in some areas (thalweg), and disconnected in others (bank), leading to preferential flow paths. A two-dimensional or three-dimensional model would be needed for these joint, spatiotemporal processes. Given that the flow direction is predominantly vertical, and since bioclogging can occur in many locations with a high nutrient flux, the overall trend of disconnection and bioclogging experienced by a point on the bank may be similar to other points in the near vicinity along the bank, or in other predominantly losing rivers. Additionally, our model does not account for other processes that would be required to replicate spatial and temporal variability of infiltration at all sites at daily timescales within the river, such as sediment deposition events, erosion/scour, mechanical clogging by the algal mat, transient river flow regimes, as well as temperature effects that influence water viscosity and biological growth rates. While our approach is not able to simulate total flow
volumes to the RBF wells and joint spatial-temporal variability, it is sufficient to demonstrate our hypothesis along a vertical flow path at monthly to seasonal timescales.

4. Results

4.1. Biological Effects on Seepage

Seepage curves from the one-dimensional synthetic case study are shown across a range of water decline rates, considering conditions of a losing-connected river (Figure 4a), a losing-transitional river (Figure 4b), and a losing-disconnected river (Figures 4c and 4d), all coupled with permeability dynamics from biomass (represented as $K_{sc, new}$ values in the modeling framework). The models illustrate that seepage follows the characteristic disconnection curve sequence (top solid green line for growth rate $50$, no-growth baseline case), and represents the synthetic case where no biomass grows and full disconnection is reached (Figures 4c and 4d). In all cases with biomass growth, seepage deviates substantially from the no-growth baseline scenario, and flux values never reach the same magnitude as the no-biomass-growth case. Figure 4 shows infiltration for both the Biofilm and Colonies models. Since results do not significantly vary between constitutive models, we only present results for the Colonies model in subsequent figures.

Peak fluxes depend on whether the river is losing-connected, losing-transitional, or losing-disconnected. For cases with slow water table drops (representing weak losing-connected conditions from slow pumping in Figure 4a), peak fluxes only exist at or near the beginning of the simulation. In the case of the highest biomass growth rate (GR) (0.04 day), and the slowest water table drop (Figure 4a, grey curve), flux goes into decline and never reaches a peak. Losing-disconnected cases occur with the fastest water table drops (highest pumping, Figures 4c and 4d). As permeability declines (and biomass grows) simultaneously with lowering water tables, seepage does not immediately decline, but continues to increase. Seepage increases during the connected stage (where $dh/dz_a \ll 1$, but rising fast), and continues to increase until peak flux and $D-E_{nf}$ is reached. Peak fluxes (black solid dots in all figures) are higher, occur earlier on in the fast water
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Figure 4. Seepage curves are shown as a function of the water table drop for a range of biomass growth rates (GR) and a range of water table decline rates. (a) Losing-connected: 0.0313 cm d$^{-1}$. (b) Losing transitional: 0.0625 cm d$^{-1}$. (c) Losing-disconnected: 0.1563 cm d$^{-1}$. (d) Losing-disconnected: 0.5900 cm d$^{-1}$. The amount of time represented is the same for each simulation (160 days). Note the different scales for the x axis, which represent overall differences in the total water table drop over the 160 day simulation. The continuum of GR is the same for all plots. For interpretation of the color in all figure legends, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
table decline cases, and show that water tables can drop a greater distance vertically before reaching peak flux compared to the losing-connected and losing-transitional cases. Even with the presence of biomass growth, seepage increases in strongly-losing rivers as a consequence of increasing total head gradients from the water table drop and from the decline in the pressure head at the base of the clogging layer.

Infiltration fluxes are compared as a function of the water table drop in Figure 5 for a range of water table decline rates for the moderate growth rate of 0.02 day, and an aquifer conductivity value of 100 m d$^{-1}$. Slow water table drops represent cases that are classified as losing-connected, because under no-biomass-growth scenarios they never produce an unsaturated zone. A river that is weakly losing, and remains losing-connected for the entirety of the simulation (Figure 5, green curves), will only show maximum seepage at the onset of the simulation if biomass grows fast and the gradient is not sufficient to pull flow. Peak flux is rarely achieved in losing-connected cases, because higher rates of water table drop are needed to overcome and outpace conductivity declines such that infiltration can be maintained or increased. Compared with a losing-disconnected river (Figure 5, yellow curve, dashed curve), the fast water table drop can help keep infiltration rates high at the beginning when biomass has not yet reached a volume sufficient for fully clogging the pore-space. Modeled fluxes follow a similar trend to those measured in the field, providing assurance that the two hypothesized processes are well represented (Figure 2, red line).

### 4.2. Biological Effects on Pressure Head Profiles

Pressure head profile snapshots with depth under losing-connected and losing-disconnected conditions are shown in Figure 6 for day 90 (midway through the summer; Figures 6a and 6c), and the day of peak flux (day of peak flux varies by simulation; Figure 6b and 6d). Peak flux is typically reached midway through each simulation (between day 20 and 50). Unsaturated zone conditions present at the time of peak flux vary across the simulations. When comparing snapshots for the day of peak flux (Figures 6b and 6d), peak flux occurs without the presence of an unsaturated zone for the losing-connected case (Figure 6b), in contrast to the losing-disconnected case (Figure 6d), which shows peak flux occurring with the downward shift of the capillary zone. In the losing-disconnected case (Figure 6d) for a GR = 0, the zone where UG conditions are found and the zone where non-UG conditions are found is highlighted and demonstrate that our measurement strategy for $dH/dz_a$ captures the linear and nonlinear conditions for $dH/dz_a$. While peak fluxes for biomass GR = 0 may coincide with localized UG conditions, depth-integrated $dH/dz_a$ is not 1. Furthermore, for larger biomass GR, peak flux actually occurs with smaller capillary zones and non-UG conditions in the majority of the vertical domain.

For both cases of losing-connected and losing-disconnected rivers, peak flows are achieved when both pressure reduction from biomass growth (Figures 6c and 6d) and the rate of change of the hydraulic gradient are not enough to outpace the rate of change of conductivity. These two simultaneous and opposing processes dominate infiltration at different times, and only when the magnitude of one (clogging) outpaces
the other (increases in gradient), does peak flux occur which we define as the point of 'effective disconnection,' $D_{Eff}$. In all scenarios, peak flux occurs when $D_{Eff}$ is reached with $dH/dz_a < 1$.

When comparing unsaturated zone conditions on the same day (Day 90; Figures 6a, c), it is clear that biomass growth affects unsaturated zone conditions by reducing (more negative) the pressure at the bottom of the clogging layer, and extending the length of the capillary zone in the aquifer and clogging layer (Figure 6c). For the losing-disconnected case (6c), higher rates of biomass growth show noticeable drops in pressure beneath the clogging layer, leading to longer and more tension-dominated capillary zones compared with low biomass growth rates and losing-connected conditions. UG conditions above the capillary zone are visible in Day 90 for all GR. Yet $dH/dz_a$ conditions vary because of capillary zone length (Figure 6c). The inverted water table is also noticeable in these simulations leading to a smaller extent of saturation $(h_{c,new})$ within the clogging layer.

Figure 7 shows pressure heads measured at the base of the clogging layer (elevation = 0.9 m), conductivity as a function of bioclogging, and total head gradients ($dH/dz_a$) measured between the base of the clogging layer and the water table represented by a pressure head equal to 0 m. The point in time at which peak flux occurs is shown by the black dots (same peak fluxes from Figure 4), and represents $D_{Eff}$. As $dH/dz_a$ increases, the pressure head approaches a minimum (Figure 7a). Large biomass GR shift $dH/dz_a$ toward smaller values of the water table drop at the time of $D_{Eff}$ and hence hasten the onset of $D_{Eff}$ (Figure 7c). This is consistent with Figure 6d, where the length of the unsaturated zone is smaller at the onset of $D_{Eff}$ for higher biomass GR. Take note of the green curve in Figure 7c, which is the case with no biomass growth. For this case, peak flux occurs when $dH/dz_a \approx 0.5$. Our measurement strategy that "follows the water table" was chosen to account for the effects of the transition phase and the lengthened capillary zone (Figure 6c). If the measurement of $dH/dz_a$ was taken at two static points, one at the base of the clogging layer and another at a point 10 cm below the clogging layer, $dH/dz_a$ would be 1 much earlier. However, this would overlook the effects of a growing capillary zone on flow through the entire 1 m domain (see Figure 6d for the localized zone of UG conditions at peak flux for the GR=0 case only).

Figure 6. Pressure head profiles with depth for losing-connected and losing-disconnected conditions. Different snapshots in time are shown representing day 90 (a and c) midway through the summer, and (b and d) snapshots on the day of the simulation when peak flux occurred. A few time stamps for peak fluxes are shown on top of each line. For the losing-disconnected case, on day 90 the water table is found at 0.42 m elevation, which represents a total water table drop of 0.53 m from the starting position of 0.95 m. Unit-gradient (UG) and non-UG zones are pointed out for GR = 0.
4.3. An Effective Disconnection Criterion

Using the extracted variables of interest during peak flux ($K_{sc,new}$, $K_{ua}$, $dH/dz_a$, $h_{c,new}$) with peak flux represented as the dots in Figure 4, we deduce two different states of the system depending on the biomass GR. A visualization of these two states is shown in Figure 8. We plotted the ratio of the updated conductivities ($K_{sc,new}/K_{ua}$) against $dH/dz_a$, and the disconnection criterion from equation (9) against $dH/dz_a$. For large rates of biomass growth (Figure 8, linear model), peak flux occurs when:

$$\frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \approx \frac{dH}{dz_a}$$

This criterion shown by the fitted model in Figure 8 defines the point when effective disconnection occurs and displays a significant modification to the static disconnection criteria defined in equation (9).

For small rates of biomass growth, peak flux occurs at larger values of $dH/dz_a$ (Figure 8, asymptote) coincident with larger capillary zones and an inverted water table in the clogging layer (represented by changes in $h_{c,new}$). In the cases where no biomass grows, peak flux occurs when $K_{sc,new}/K_{ua}$ reaches the inflection point of the $dH/dz_a$ curve (Figure 7b). Specifically, peak flux for low/no biomass growth cases approximates a dynamic disconnection criterion:

$$\frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \approx \frac{h_{c,new}}{d + h_{c,new}}$$

The two states shown in Figure 8 represent a distinction between cases when $D_{Eff}$ occurs before the unsaturated zone and inverted water table develop (high rates of biomass growth—fast permeability declines), and cases after these features develop (low rates of biomass growth—slow permeability declines). In all cases, peak flux occurs at the point of $D_{Eff}$ between fully connected and disconnected flow and when $dH/dz_a < 1$. As the GR approaches 0, the pressure profiles exhibit localized UG conditions and get closer to the dynamic criteria from equation (9). Some of the points for GR $< 0$ do not fall on the evolving criteria line because of very slow pumping rates reaching 160 days without significant unsaturated zone growth.

Figure 7. (a) Pressure heads measured at the base of the clogging layer. (b) Conductivity declines in the riverbed layer from bioclogging. (c) $dH/dz_a$ shown as functions of time for different values of the biomass growth rate and the Colonies model. As the total head gradient increases, the pressure head approaches a minimum. The point in time at which peak flux occurs is shown by the black dots.
For large biomass GR, peak fluxes occur when \( \frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \) is approximately \( \frac{dH}{dz_s} \) (equation (10)). Peak fluxes tend to occur earlier, typically while the system is still completely saturated (Figures 6b and 6d). In the high GR cases, the ratio \( \frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \) diverges from the disconnection criterion because peak flux occurs with small values of \( \frac{dH}{dz_s} \). In these cases the unsaturated zone and inverted water table are not fully developed, as the capillary zone is still in contact with the clogging layer. Large biomass growth rates change the ratio of \( \frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \) faster than changes to \( \frac{dH}{dz_s} \), because \( K_{ua} \) is still relatively large compared with \( K_{sc,new} \). When these two ratios are equal, peak flux is reached.

For small biomass GR, peak flux does not occur until a capillary zone, an unsaturated zone, and an inverted water table are almost fully developed (Figure 8, Evolution of the disconnection criteria). In the cases where no biomass grows, as the unsaturated zone and inverted water table are not fully developed, as the capillary zone is still in contact with the clogging layer. Large biomass growth rates change the ratio of \( \frac{K_{sc,new}}{K_{ua}} \) faster than changes to \( \frac{dH}{dz_s} \), because \( K_{ua} \) is still relatively large compared with \( K_{sc,new} \). When these two ratios are equal, peak flux is reached.

5. Discussion

5.1. Bioclogging Effects on Seepage

The synthetic case study demonstrated that dynamic permeability and connection status must be accounted for to accurately simulate infiltration trends. Biomass growth reduced seepage by reducing the hydraulic conductivity; however the importance of this depends on whether the baseline case for the river is losing-connected or losing-disconnected, and the strength of losing conditions. For strongly losing rivers (Figures 4c and 4d), seepage continued to grow even while \( K_c \) declined and showed peak flux once \( D-E_F \) was reached. It is during these early stages that field observations may show simultaneous seepage increases and hydraulic conductivity decreases, which can typically confound system interpretation and
model development. Increasing the rate of the water table drop (such as through higher pumping rates) will result in greater infiltration rates, but consequently a larger unsaturated zone during peak seepage (Figures 6b and 6d), and quicker declines postdisconnection. In weak losing-connected reaches, where hydraulic gradients remain small (Figures 4a, 5, and 6b), the pressure decline from biomass growth, as well as the limited dH/dz, increases, is not large enough to overcome the conductivity decline, resulting only in seepage decreases. With no biomass growth, weak losing rivers are only able to show slight infiltration increases. Figure 9 shows a generalized schematic of the nature of these dual processes and the overall effects on infiltration.

In a river undergoing disconnection, this behavior indicates that infiltration is highly sensitive to riverbed permeability changes only after D-Ef is reached. For strongly losing rivers and high rates of biomass growth, D-Ef occurs much earlier than UG conditions (Figure 7b). In a river remaining connected, the behavior of the peak flux and the apparent insensitivity to water table declines while still fully saturated indicate that D-Ef occurs without the presence of an unsaturated zone. In the case of losing-connected rivers that experience clogging, that insensitivity occurs earlier than in losing-disconnected rivers. In terms of practical RBF management, increasing pumping early in the summer before conditions become favorable for biomass growth may lead to disconnection, and thus increased total production volumes compared to maintaining the river at losing-connected conditions. Such strategies could also be beneficial for optimizing other water management practices, such as bank storage and managed aquifer recharge.

Several processes that may influence infiltration were not considered in this study. In our simulations, we did not introduce feedback effects from declining infiltration and nutrient fluxes on biomass growth, because the goal of our simulations was only to test field observed biomass growth as a constraint on infiltration trends. When a river is undergoing disconnection, infiltration can change the nutrient flux entering the riverbed, which can potentially drive or inhibit biomass growth. Where pumping drives bioclogging through increased fluxes, feedback effects between clogging and pumping would need consideration. It is unknown how cycling pumping will change overall microbial growth. We also did not test the effects of water table fluctuations and/or effects of accelerating water table declines on infiltration. Other processes not considered here, but potentially relevant for site specific infiltration prediction at daily time scales, include: scouring and sediment disturbance events (which have been shown to increase infiltration by a factor of 7 [Rosenberry et al., 2010]), transient river flow boundaries, mechanical clogging from algal growth, grazer-algal food chain dynamics [Power et al., 2008], preferential flow paths, river geometry, and parameter sensitivity to temperature. All of these processes might also contribute to the dynamics of the infiltration.
rates. However, our results show that even in the absence of these processes, seasonal changes of infiltration rates can be explained through observations of bioclogging and disconnection.

5.2. Importance of the Transition Phase
The transition phase represents the time where $\frac{dH}{dz_a}$ is changing fast, and flow becomes dominated by conductivity declines. This phase was shown to occur differently based on biomass growth conditions. We found peak fluxes occurred during the transition phase precisely when reaching $D-Eff$.

When there is a permeability and porosity reduction from biomass growth, physically the pore space is reduced, and pressure head values decline (become more negative) (Figures 6c and 7a). The drop in the pore space pressure at the clogging layer-aquifer interface increases the hydraulic gradient while simultaneously reducing $K_{wa}$. These processes act in opposition until the $D-Eff$, when peak flux occurs, at which time the conductivity drops become the dominating process. For fast biomass growth rates, the resulting $K_{c,new}/K_{wa}$ ratio occurs when total head gradients are $\ll 1$ and biomass growth works to hasten the onset of $D-Eff$ (Figure 7b).

In the literature, full disconnection is approximated as either $\frac{dH}{dz_a} \sim 1$, or when total head gradients no longer affect the infiltration rate [Brunner et al., 2011]. In this work we measured $\frac{dH}{dz_a}$ between a point directly below the clogging layer and the water table. Using this depth-integrated approach, we found that effective disconnection occurred for the no-biomass growth case when $\frac{dH}{dz_a} \sim 0.5$, which is the inflection point of the $\frac{dH}{dz_a}$ curve, and during the transition phase (Figure 7c, green curve). This is in line with previous interpretations of peak flux representing a shift from changes in flow dominated by gradient to changes in flow dominated by conductivity declines [Riviére et al., 2014]. With biomass growth, this point of effective disconnection occurs much earlier in time (Figure 7c), and precisely occurs at the time when head changes become negligible compared to conductivity changes (Figure 8).

The transition phase is important because it pinpoints the time when water managers should monitor water tables and pumping to account for bioclogging impacts. After the transition phase, any increase in pumping will have negligible effects on infiltration from the river. In most cases, the portion of water infiltrated by the additional pumping will increasingly draw from the alluvial aquifer, or additional sections of the river such as the thalweg undergoing disconnection from the larger radial extent of the cone of depression. Only when water tables are already low will the impact of biomass and disconnection negatively affect pumping.

5.3. Predicting Peak Flux From Effective Disconnection
In all cases of biomass growth, simulated fluxes do not begin to decline until $D-Eff$ is reached. In the losing-connected case, $D-Eff$ occurs without the existence of an unsaturated zone (below air-entry). In some of the losing-connected cases, flux increases due to gains in the hydraulic gradient. However, the flow becomes "effectively disconnected," in the sense that water tables declines can no longer drive flow. In fact, even in the fully connected cases where no unsaturated zone develops, permeability declines are much more dominant in determining the magnitude of flux, because they are orders of magnitude greater than water table declines. In all simulations, peak fluxes and $D-Eff$ are occurring before $\frac{dH}{dz_a} = 1$. This result is in agreement with Brunner et al. [2010] and Riviére et al. [2014], who showed peak fluxes occurred during the transition phase rather than during disconnection. Our ‘follow the water table’ measurement strategy for $\frac{dH}{dz_a}$ shows that $D-Eff$ occurs for two different states of the system, depending on whether biomass GR are large or small relative to water table drop rates. $D-Eff$ can be used to predict when peak fluxes occur given measurements of subsurface conditions of $\frac{dH}{dz_a}$. Since pressure conditions below the riverbed are mostly unknown without direct measurements, water managers may find it beneficial to install piezometers directly below the riverbed to monitor the extent of disconnection, and decide to bank more water as subsurface storage before infiltration rates decline.

6. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we systematically investigated (1) how permeability dynamics induced through bioclogging affect the exchange of flows between a river and its underlying aquifer as a function of the connection status of the river, (2) established a $D-Eff$ criterion for predicting when peak fluxes occur relative to pressure head and total head gradient conditions in the subsurface, and (3) developed simple numerical capabilities that permit exploration and predictive understanding of coupled field-scale processes. We tested the net
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